Flash Hangman Games for ESL Students

Try to guess the word before you run out of guesses.

By Charles I. Kelly

See the Quick Menu to find other pages on this site.

Menu for www.ManyThings.org

- For ESL/EFL Students
  - Farm Animals & Meat
  - Fruit
  - Parts of the Body
  - Time
  - Vegetables
  - Descriptive Words / Adjectives
- Word Lists
  - High Frequency Words
    - High Frequency Words
    - Commonly-spoken Words
  - Dolch Words - For Young Native Speakers
    - Preschool
    - Kindergarten
    - Grade One
    - Grade Two
    - Grade Three
  - Words Studied by English Students in Japan
    - Junior High School Words (for English Classes in Japan)
    - High School Words (for English Classes in Japan)
    - University Words (for English Classes in Japan)
    - AIT Freshmen English Class Vocabulary List
  - Most Common Words
    - Most Common Words: 1-300
    - Most Common Words: 301-600
    - Most Common Words: 601-900
  - Selected Vocabulary
    - Ogden's Basic English Word List
    - VOA Special English Words
- Medium - Not So Easy
  - Animals in the Zoo
  - Fish
  - House
  - Insects
  - Kitchen
• Mammals
• Music
• Occupations / Jobs
• Solar System
• Trees

• Difficult - For Native English Speakers
  • Birds
  • Fairly Commonly-used Verbs
  • Grains
  • Grammar Study Words
  • Verbs
  • Descriptive Words

• These have the same words that are used in *CGI Hangman Games for ESL Students* (1999)
  • Clothes
  • Colors
  • Countries
  • Diseases
  • Food and Drinks
  • Geography
  • Intransitive Verbs
  • Plants and Animals
  • Relatives
  • Restaurant
  • School Subjects
  • Sports
  • Transportation
  • Travel
  • Verbs
  • Weapons
  • Words to Describe People
  • Native-Speaker Level
    • Verbs - Game 2 (The word is chosen from a list of 787 verbs.)

• Misc. (These are not really for English study.)
  • Names of Cars
  • Meteorology and Weather

• Other Hangman Games on this Web Site
  • CGI Hangman Games for ESL Students
  • JavaScript Hangman Games for ESL Students
  • Java Hangman Games for ESL Students
SuperKids Hangman

Looking for a fun way to improve your students' (or your own) spelling and vocabulary? SuperKids is building a set of hangman puzzles that should help!

[Note: If you try different versions, you must click on the "new word" button at the bottom of the puzzle page to reset the subject.]

Literature
- Shakespeare

History
- American Authors
- US Presidents
- Famous Women
- Famous Artists

Geography
- The United States
- US State Capitals
- Africa
- The Americas
- Asia
- Europe
- Canada

Science
- Biology Terms
- Chemistry Terms
- Astronomy Terms
- Periodic Table
- Geologic Terms

Language
- Idioms
- SAT Vocabulary Words
- SAT Vocabulary Words 2
- Simple French nouns
- Simple Spanish nouns
- Simple Spanish verbs

Fun
- Elvis' #1 Hits
- The Beatles' #1 Hits
- 1980's Television Shows
- 1970's Television Shows
- 1960's Television Shows
- 1950's Television Shows
- Famous Cartoons
- Sports!
- Major League Baseball
- National Football League
- The Movies!
- Alternative Rock Artists
- Alternative Rock Artists 2
- Rap Music Artists
- Rock Artists

Blank
- Printable, blank sheets!